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A Dragon Hunter for me? No way.Olivia thinks it's impossible that the outrageously tall Zmaj with

steely blue eyes would fall for her. A former data analyst, now she's just another human crash

survivor on the harsh and alien desert planet. Smart, curvaceous Olivia doesn't feel like she

measures up but that doesn't stop Ragnar from eyeing her luscious curves.He's the best hunter for

the Tribe, driven and single minded. Ragnar has always put the needs of his people over his own

and never once regretted it, but now the dominant alpha male has his heart set on a different

treasure. He'll claim and protect the voluptuous beauty no matter the costs.Life on Tajss is hard

enough but now the Tribe is on the run from the same pirates that crashed Olivia's ship. To find a

new home will be a grueling journey through sandstorms and worse. She and Ragnar don't speak

the same language but Olivia ends up falling for the alien dragon-man anyway, finding she might

have to choose between the mate she's meant for and the people she belongs to.Dragon's Kiss is

the fifth book in the Red Planet Dragons of Tajss series! It contains barbaric alien-dragon men,

action-packed struggle for survival, and hot, steamy dragon romance. Enjoy!
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Wow! I love Ragnar & Olivia's story. Somehow they understood each other without words and with

basic hand motions, maybe a bit of inflection when they spoke. Olivia was a little self conscious

about her body, but Ragnar thought she was perfect, which is so refreshing in books, so many are

full of just "perfect" people. I am sorry the story ended when it did, I really wanted to find out about

ant resolution between the city and cave groups. And then there is Amara's baby. So now I really

want book 6! The story just gets better with each book, it's so interesting and unique, definitely not

the same old, same old. And the little baby dragons were so cute, and you could tell how much they

meant to all the adult dragons. A lot of times, I'll wait for an author to finish a series before I read it,

but I just can't do that with the Red Planet Dragons of Tajss series, it's just too good and so fun, I

have to read each book as it comes out. Ms. Martin has a fantastic imagination and a extremely

engaging style of writing, I hope she continues to write this series and others for a long, long time.

I'm really loving this series. As soon as I read one I want to go back and read the others again. In

Dragon's Kiss the relationship is between the second set of crashed humans and the second group

of Dragon men found. You can read this without having read the other books but you will get much

more out of it if you read them first. The Dragon males and the human women must leave the

Village because the slaver aliens now know where it is, and would either kill them or take them to be

sold. As the group makes its way to the city of other Dragon males and humans Ragnar and Olivia

get separated from the group and must survive some harrowing times but while they do they come

together wanting each other even though they can't understand each other. I liked in this book that

even though language was a barrier as well as being different species the couple really never gives

up on each other. Olivia has doubts that he could possible want her but she always wants to be with

him and vise versa. It was a sweet love story set on an alien planet. Can't wait for more in the

series!

Dragon's Kiss is my fifth foray in to the world of the Red Planet Dragons. As with the previous 4

books, I found this book to be an insightful study in human (and dragon) nature. Ms. Martin has built

a world which pits the dragon men and human men and women against the harsh elements,

dangerous plants and animals, space pirates and even each other. The dragons are big, strong,

sexy, and totally devoted to the women they love. They are also very aggressive and territorial

which creates a lot of conflict. For the most part, the women are smart, strong and sassy. There is

also a snake in the colony - a power hungry, human male who wants the human race to remain



"pure" instead of mating and procreating with the dragons.This book and the rest of the series are

very enjoyable reads and I am waiting impatiently for the next book. If you are a fan of drama,

danger, beating the odds and steamy romance, this series is for you. Enjoy!

Once again a great installment in this series. Ragnar, our sexy dragon man, pairs up with Olivia, our

adorable data nerd. Sparks fly. I really liked this one. You see the combined society begin to

develop, which is awesome. And, of course, the romance is smoking hot as well as sweet and

heartfelt. I can't wait until a certain character gets a well deserved a** kicking. I'm also looking

forward to the hints the author gave for new couples.

This is a continuation of the Dragon's of Tajss book 5. The tribe has rescued the rest of the people

from their ship being shot down by pirates. Ragnar notices Olivia and realizes she is his treasure.

They all set off to the Domed City where the rest of people from the other part of the ship had set up

a place to live. When they arrive they are not admitted and end up going off to themselves . Read

this book along with the rest of this series.

I wasn't too sure about this story at first. I liked it when Ragnar and Olivia got together. It was sweet

how he took care of her after they were separated from the rest of the group. I am really getting tired

of Gresham's crap back at the city. I was glad when Ragnar's group decided to find their own home.

I don't know that I want to read any more stories about the city's group.

Series keeps getting better! Great story line and lots of action, adventure and romance! Enjoyed this

and received an ARC but bought the book anyway because I thought it was that good!

This is a different take on dragons. I truly enjoyed this book. I liked the characters. The women are a

force to be reckoned with and the males are true alphas.
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